This report is concerned with the approximation of acoustical noise fields by the use of modulated pure tone sources. Given a specific random signal the methods of orthogonal expansion and Fourier expansion are studied. The integral equation arising from the orthogonal expansion is solved for the normal functions when: a) the power spectrum is given as the ratio of two polynomials, b) Markoff Autocorrelation function, c) stationary band limited Gaussian white noise of mean zero, d) band limited stationary normal white noise on a finite interval, e) white noise. Deterministic and random frequency and amplitude modulation and random switching are examined as ways to broaden spectral components.
I. Introduction
Deae of the may applications, it is found useful to represent a random process in a suitable series of particular functions over som finite or infinite interval.
Considerable study hA been devoted to the problem of e3qnsions (Rof. lp2,3). Orthogonal expansions bae" received particular attention (Ref. 2 ).
Mw present report deals with som aspects of the e3qansion of random functions into orthogonal series. Consideration Is also given to how to broaden the spectrum of a single-tone msmal by modulation of 'various sorts. Some attention Is also given to optiml approximtioms of various statistical characteris tics of actual random noise fields.
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II.
Representation of Acoustic Noise Fields a) Orthogonal Epansion of Random Functions
It is desired to represent a randomly varying sound pressure p(t) (see rigure 1) as a series of orthogonal functions vith orthogonal random variables as coefficients. 
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Integrating both sides of this result from t. 0 to T and usng the second of (2), v find "Z II I, 1 
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TakIng expection and using the first of (2) gives ( t .tl )*,n t, ldt, A-I12 * I M ot< T
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ftum e can bay such an expansion as (2) provided a_(t) are solutions of (3) and A is the eigwnvaue associated vith n M.
Frm(1) and (2) it follovs that
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n Therefore if e know the eigenfunctiom s n(t), and the eigenvaltu A_, and possessed a realizedn lue of p(t), ye could calcuate the realized values of the orthogonal random variablesX . All tb" Is needed to find X and * (t) is the satorArrelation function R( t,t').
MAs is
ether given or Is determined frm an actvl recording of p(t).
if p(t) Is a gaussian random process, the random variables w ill not only be orthogonal but vill be indee~trdom variables with a noral probability distribution. The problem of determining the probability distribution function for p(t) when those of X mg, Is an extremely difficult one and bs been solved only in the case of gausslan varlates. It is to be noted from (t)
that if p(t) is an i,ependent process, will be a normal varlate. one can easily prove this by application of the central lUnit theore of probability theory.
b) Fourier ftes ion of Random Functions
Because of the difficulty of solting the integral equation 
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In Like aner one can show that
Tbus the expansion coefficients ae asymptotically ortbogmal.
It is of value to compare various Fourier expansions for different lengths of T of recordings of p(t) with the emct orthogonal expansion on (O,T).
Miis would give sow idea of the length of record to be taken so that a Fourier expansion would be as good as the exact one.
III. Solution of the Integral ;qustion Arsn In tbrhe gna
Expansion of a Pandon Function. a) General Pesults for Processes ith ationa.l
Density Functions
We confine ourselves to stationary random sound fields vwoe spectral densitY functions are rational functions of frequency. In this case the integral equation becomes By the Wiener-Khintchine tbeorem, we know that
S(w) is the power spectral density of the rand sound pressure p(t). We nov suppose that S(w) Is a rationl function of w so that it can be written as the ratio of two polynomials in w, namely,
D Is at least one degree greater tban I. fthe argiment of the N and D polynomials ms chosen as a squ e of w because of the gneral requirements placed on S(w) as a power spectral density function. We ish to show that when the process bas such a spectral density as (13), the functions *n(t) satisfy a liner constant coefficient differential equation.
We start by inserting (13) into (3) to obtain
kand bk ae cowtants. lov operate upon both sides of (14) th the operator 
'An =dC -*)nt) 
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This is the basic differential equation that must be satisfied by the expansion functions j n(t).
The solution of (19) vill contain X and p arbitrary constants Ak. Wan $his "ation is sbstituted back in the integral e#ation (31), it vill be seen that the integral equation cannot be satisfied except for certain values of Xn the characteristic values, and the constants Ank must atisfy certain conditions. These conditions show that for each n there is only one ndent constant. Mis one constant is to be determined from the normalizing conditions on n(t), nawly,
The procedure Just outlined vill now be carried out explicitly. The differential equation (19) becomes
Try a solution
*n(t) -A ant (22)
A is a constant and a is a parameter. Putting (22) in (21) we find that a must be a root of n q/2 There are p roots of (27) + wk, k -l,..., p/2. The B k are given by fe case vbem the power spectral density Is a rational function of frequency is a very important one and covers a wide range of practical cases.
b)
Exaion, of Processes with Mmrkoff Autocorrelation Functions
Suppose that the autocorrelation function of a stationary random acoustic noise process p(t) of man zero is given by
This function is shovn in 
n w -,S P; (t) n(t)dt(
The results for vhite noise are very interesting and potentially very useful. We can make the general statement that very broad band random signals can alvays be approxitely expanded into orthogonal series using any suitable set of orthonorml functions.
IV. Methods of AppE21jetjM Acoustic Noise Fields a) Optiml Approximation Techniques
Once A and *_(t) are determined from solving the integral equation, R can e obtained when a typical recording p(t) is av -We get a set of realized values for the X . The series b__ (t) -p(t) is then an analytic representation of the realized ncton p(t). The sirens could be used to try to simulate this series or the typical recording.
In nmral, vhen e hav am analytic expression for p(t), we need a synthesis procedure to apINC-atoe p(t) ith the sirens.
We might try to wSprourimte p(t) itself In the time domin by requiring the mean square difference between the sirens' output X Pk(t) mud p(t) to be a ainimum. 
N in the number of sirens and Iis the number of adjustable parameters of the kth siren. ( 6) leads to a system of equations for the optimizing paraeters. Unfortutely, the sstem is nonlinear in the pwameters in almost all cases and it is difficult to solve even with digital compute s. ere ve try to opt1ma.1y
synthesize one realized value of p(t). Since p(t) is a sample function from a randam process, it w4y be better to aprouite some statistical characteristics of the proess.
Other synthesis criteria might be:
1. Minimize man square difference between poaer spectral density of p(t) and that ofZ Pk(t) "
2. Optimize probability density of p(t).
1
T 2
Minimize4 T P(t) " ko Pk(t)] dt)
with respect to the paraeters of the sirens. We assume here that soe of the parameters of sirens are random In character.
b) Spect e of a S l-Tne Siren.
Spectral broadening of a single-tone siren can be achieved by various form of ation or by switcbin techniques. Iet us consider first spectral broadening by modulation.
Amplitude Modulation (Deterministic)
A single-tone siren output my be represented by p(t) -A coo (wet + 1) ( 
7)
vhere A is the aplitude of the output, w Is the center frequency of the siren, and qis a pbase angle. Such a siren output Aand nkame constants.
The number of sidebands increases tremendously s I increases, but the intensity spectrum Is still discrete. 021Y for an aperiodic modulating e can we obtain a continuous intensity spectrm or spectral density. It is seen that spectral boradening can be quite considerable. Note that finite energy is in the carrier for all modulation indices shown. If P < < 1, the spectral density Is very narro about w (3ittle broadening). For very Il values of I, the spectral density is bread about * .
5.) Sp Bandom 8wit,bIM
Consider a stationry noise pressure of the type shown in Such an output vould be produced (except for a crrirer " cos w t) by an ideal siren tat us being swite od an and off at purely rando tims. Mwe spectral density function of the pressure in Figure 10 is 
8(W. ) . A (70)
when tl+3-*t is a Poisson distributed radowm variable.
If ve use I(t) as an =iplitude moda'stion function of a singletone siren output, we hbe the sound pressure
I s a radom phose uniforaLly distributed between o and 2y.
fte autocorrelation function of p(t) is 2e energy of a single-tone siren can be spread over a fair y large frequency bend about the center frequncy of the siren by various sorts of modulation. 2he most effective vy of spreading the sound energy over the frequency band is by random amplitude or frequency modulation.
A given acoustic noise field my be approx ted (in spectral density) by centering the sirens' center frequency at those vhich constitute the given signal or by dividing the spectral density of the given signal Into equ l energy bends and assi In en energy band to each siren. Mw approximation can be improved by amplitude and frequency modulating each siren. Approximation of a given acoustic noise field in some optiml vay leads to the solution of a system of non-linear equations.
Further work my be carried out to find other solutions to the integ al equation occurring in the Karhuaen-Lose expansion of the random noise field. It would be particularly desirable to find some ezact solution so th]t the proper expanions could be compared with a Fourier expansion of the field. Another direction in vhich a continued investigation might bear fruit is that oftqf otdevise methods of solving the nonlinear equations aising In trying to optimaly approximte sam characteristic of the given acoustic noise field with the sirens. Still another area vorth looking into further is spectral broadening by randamization of the sirens' Parameters.
